Presence of DOB (2,5-Dimethoxy-4-Bromoamphetamine) among samples submitted to a Drug Checking service in Spain
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Introduction

New Psychoactive Substances (NPS) appear to be increasing in popularity because they mimic the effect of traditional drugs. DOB is a world-wide controlled phenethylamine, with agonist activity in 5HT2A receptors. Its effects are comparable to those of LSD but have a longer onset (30-90min) and duration (18-30h).

Objectives

To assess the presence of DOB in the substances submitted to, and analyzed by, Energy Control.

Materials and methods

We studied all samples analyzed between 2008 and August 2015 (n=21,406) in which DOB was found. Energy Control is a Spanish harm-reduction NGO that offers to drug users the possibility of analyzing the substances they intend to consume.

Results

9 out of total 13 samples were presented as blotter.

Conclusion

Results suggest that availability of DOB in the Spanish drug market is anecdotic and may be decreasing. Nonetheless, a number of the samples containing DOB were not sold as such, increasing the possibility of side effects, as users may ignore which substance they are actually using. When a patient presents at an Emergency Department with persistent hallucinogenic symptomatology after ingesting a blotter, psychiatrist should be aware of long-lasting psychedelics such as DOB.
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